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It is arguable that Cameron Allan's score for Heatwave is amongst his best work, though it was ignored 
by AFI Award voters - some would say unfairly. Allan was always a quirky, idiosyncratic composer, 
inclined to minimalism in film, but working with Noyce he allowed himself a more expressive palate. He is 
one of the more unsung but effective Australian composers.

In his June 1982 interview in Cinema Papers, director Phillip Noyce discussed the way he worked with 
Allan on the score:

… the music plays a very important part in the evocation of atmosphere; so do the camera movements. A 
number of pieces were recorded as guide tracks before the film was shot, and played to the crew and 
myself while we were shooting so we could sort of get into the same rhythm as the music we had 
planned.
Eighty-five per cent of the film is underscored by music of one sort or another, and the composer, 
Cameron Allan, the sound designer, Greg Bell, and myself had a very close relationship (at the time Allan 
also lived in Kings Cross). We considered all the elements together in planning the whole soundtrack - 
that is music and sound effects - rather than one team working independently of the other.
I suppose one of the chief means by which a mood is created, and again it is tied up with an attempt to 
create this feeling of paranoia, is the creeping camera, which is almost like someone tip-toeing through a 
place he is not meant to be in ...

Composer Cameron Allan:

Cameron Allan made his screen composing debut for director Jim Sharman at the age of 19, composing 
the score for Sharman's second feature film Summer of Secrets. He received another leg up when Peter 
Sculthorpe couldn't do a gig for a show on the ABC, Ten Australians - About Art, and suggested Allan for 
the job, provided he could do the music in a week.

Allan went on to work on television shows for the ABC and commercial television, for feature films such 
as The Umbrella Woman and Hayden Keenan's Pandemonium,  the rarely seen telemovie Call Me Mr. 
Brown, and Susan Lambert and Sarah Gibson's documentary Landslides.

Allan was born in Melbourne but moved to Sydney and went to Meadowbank Boys High School. On the 
second go, he  was accepted into the Conservatorium of Music. Along the way, Cameron had also spent 
time in the National Youth Orchestra and the Gladesville RSL Junior Brass Band.

Cameron began doing theatre work, and toured Australia with Carl Vine (the pianist on this soundtrack) 
as part of the Australian Young Composers group.

Allan then made a career change, and formed a partnership with Martin Fabinyi called Regular Records. 

His pop music credits included producing Mutants of Modern Disco by Captain Goodvibes, and 



producing Mental as Anything, including hits such as The Nips are getting bigger and If You Leave Me 
Can I Come To.

Other bands included The Sports and a win in 1982 of a Best Australian Producer award for working on 
Icehouse with Iva Davies and his band Flowers. 

Taken in total, Allan's work constitutes a rarely acknowledged but remarkable contribution to Australian 
popular music.

Allan eventually shifted to LA to live and work. He was at one time in a relationship with Patrice Newell, a 
model, before she formed a relationship with producer, broadcaster and columnist Phillip Adams.

Composer Felicity Foxx did a short one page interview with Allan for the May 1988 issue 69 edition of 
Cinema Papers. There is a later interview with him here (up at time of writing August 2014).

(Below: Cameron Allan)

Allan died in 2013 and his former partner, Martin Fabinyi, published a tribute and obituary to him in 
The Sydney Morning Herald on 19th July 2013, with the header Composer was a restless intellect:

Cameron Allan and I formed Regular Records in 1978 to finance a movie called The Lipstick Killers. We 
had the title, but no script and no money. Each day we'd meet in Sweethearts Cafe in Kings Cross, talk 
through our script ideas and ways to raise finance.

We could see that independent Australian music was happening, so we thought, let's start a record 
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company. A couple of hits and we would have enough money for a film. We approached some friends, a 
band of art students who had a Monday night gig playing on a pool table at the Unicorn Hotel on Oxford 
Street, and asked them if they wanted to be on our new label - Regular Records - so-called because we 
thought of ourselves as ''regular guys''.

We woke up the next morning having signed Mental as Anything - never mind that we had no experience 
in the record business.

This didn't faze Cameron. He was obsessively optimistic once he committed to a project. A friend at EMI 
gave us some time to record the band while Cameron simultaneously learnt how to work the equipment; 
we found a pressing plant via the Yellow Pages, and released 1500 copies of a "Triple A-side'' EP of 
Mental as Anything Plays at Your Party. It wasn't long before the track The Nips Are Getting Bigger got 
picked up by 2JJ and became an independent hit.

Regular's second signing was Flowers - at that time one of the hottest bands on the burgeoning pub 
circuit. They made it a condition of signing that Cameron produce, and their debut album, Icehouse, 
which was later adopted as their name, became another hit. It also won Cameron the Countdown award 
for best producer, then the gold standard.

Cameron did not seem like an obvious choice for a pop music producer, given that he was a classical 
trained musician. However, he was completely consumed with the purity of sound, and obsessively 
curious about technology. When we re-released The Nips Are Getting Bigger he spent months back in 
the studio just working on the bass line. He was ever the perfectionist, determined to get what he thought 
were the ideal sounds.

Cameron Allan was born on July 9, 1955, and went to Meadowbank Boys High School. He played in the 
National Youth Orchestra and the Gladesville RSL Junior Brass Band before going on to the 
Conservatorium School of Music, where he studied composition.

He toured as part of the Australian Young Composers group, along with Carl Vine. His first musical 
commission came from Peter Sculthorpe for a piece for the ABC.

While studying he was introduced to the music of Stockhausen, John Cage and Steve Reich. While 
Cameron had a great understanding of such refined modernist music, for him there was no distinction 
between popular culture and high art. He was as knowledgeable about Glenn Gould as he was about 
Phil Spector, as enthusiastic about Kurosawa as he was about Toy Story.

Composing film scores was a natural way to combine his passions for film, sounds and fascination with 
technology. His first two films were Jim Sharman's the Summer of Secrets and The Night the Prowler. 
During the 1980s, he became a prolific composer of film scores, including Phillip Noyce's Heatwave as 
well as Ken Cameron's The Umbrella Woman, which was nominated for an Australian Film Institute 
award.

In the late 1980s, Cameron moved to Los Angeles. He composed scores for many TV shows and 
movies, including Kojak, the series The Equaliser starring Edward Woodward, and produced music with 
Michael Nyman on the Oscar-nominated film The End of the Affair.

His restless intellect made him an inveterate traveller and a great collector of what most thought was 
forgotten ephemera, ranging from vintage recording microphones to airstream caravans. But most of all 
he collected people. Each of his trips or objects came with a story, and more often than not a new friend, 
including luminaries such as Werner Herzog among others.

It was not surprising that his work began to reflect his wide-ranging interests. In the 1990s Cameron 
began working in documentaries. He co-produced a documentary about Samoan gangs in Los Angeles 
called My Crasy Life, directed by the French filmmaker Jean Pierre Gorin. Together with his second wife, 
science writer Margaret Wertheim, they produced and directed a film called It's Jim's World … We Just 
Live in It about the life and work of outsider physicist James Carter. The film is included in the exhibition 
at the Hayward Gallery in London, called The Alternative Guide to the Universe.



In the past decade he worked with long-time collaborator Charlie Clouser from Nine Inch Nails as a 
composer on the TV series Las Vegas, and as a music editor on the first Saw film. I remember him 
calling me and telling me about this obscure, low budget film that was going to be a massive hit. He was 
like that, always keen to share his latest passion with his friends, whatever the time zone he was calling 
from. It was hard to resist Cameron's enthusiasms and he had me so worked up about Saw that I even 
bid for the movie's local distribution rights without having seen it.

In more recent years, he worked in the not-for-profit sector at the Annenberg Foundation as a consultant 
advising on philanthropic strategies and initiatives in the arts and social services.

Cameron Allan is survived by his brother Richard.

The original is available here, and included several photos of Allan.

(Below: Cameron Allan young and old)

According to the essential Australian Soundtracks discography archive, here, the score was released as 
an unlabelled, no number stereo LP in 1982, for promotional purposes only.
The record was compiled from master tapes owned or controlled by E.M.I. (Australia) Limited, Festival 
Records Pty. Limited, RCA Limited and WEA Records Pty. Limited.

This album is now extremely rare.

Side 1:

Titles
At Barbies
Steve Works
At Kates
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Side 2:

Under Water
New Year's Eve
Through Houses
End Titles


